
RED WINE
SPAIN

DEHESA GAGO, TEMPRANILLO, COMPANIA 
DE VINOS TELMO RODRIGUEZ, TORO
Tremendous fruit concentration, ripeness, 
acidity, tannins and structure. A pure wine 
that eschews oak and showcases fruit.
P1995

CUNE CRIANZA, TEMPRANILLO, GARNACHA 
TINTA, MAZUELO, CVNE, RIOJA
Garnet in color with violet notes on the 
meniscus. Aromatic on the nose and emphasized 
the red fruits and licorice.
P395 / P1495

LA VILACANDA GRAN RESERVA, 
TEMPRANILLO, BODEGAS BILBANIAS, 
RIOJA
Intense colour with great elegance and 
intensity. Predominate ripe black fruit, 
balsamic notes. Considerable body, buttery 
and balanced on the palate. Persistent
and complex.
P5995

IMPERIAL RESERVA
TEMPRANILLO, GARNACHA, MAZUELO, 
CVNE, RIOJA
Deep cherry colour with shades of shiny red. 
To the nose, aromas of berries and liquorice 
balanced by hints of clove, rosemary, thyme 
and tobacco leaves coming from the oak 
cask ageing.
P4750

Inclusive of VAT and subject to 10% service charge.



WHITE WINE
SPAIN GABA DO XIL GODELLO, 

COMPANIA DE VINOS TELMO RODRIGUEZ, 
VALDEORRAS, GALICIA
Greenish yellow in colour, this white boasts a 
medium nose exuding woody, floral and fruity 
aromas. Discover this light-bodied wine 
expressing refreshing acidity and offering 
a broad texture. It also unveils a medium 
mouthfeel that leads into a medium finish.
P425 / P2200

THE VIOLINIST, VERDELHO, MOLLYDOOKER 
WINES, MCLAREN VALE, AUSTRALIA
Has a fresh elegant nose of honeysuckle, 
pineapple and citrus fruits, with a
rich and generous palate, and good
underlying acidity.
P2750

AUSTRALIA

RED WINE
SPAIN

AUSTRALIA THE MAITRE D’, CABERNET SAUVIGNON, 
MOLLYDOOKER WINES, MCLAREN VALE
Notes of cherry, strawberry and blackcurrant. 
The rich fruit flavors adds to the wine’s 
complexity with a lingering aftertaste of 
intense fresh plum and spice.
P5350

GABA DO XIL MENCIA, 
COMPANIA DE VINOS TELMO RODRIGUEZ, 
VALDEORRAS, GALICIA
Highly fragrant and floral, with dried 
herbs, violets and caponata-like pepperiness 
inflecting red fruits. Smoky meatiness, 
gentle fruit tannin and a long herb/acid 
tang finish. Mid-weight,delicious and very 
stylish wine.
P450 / P2150



RED WINE WHITE WINE

ROSE WINE

SPARKLING WINE

Gaba do Xil Mencia, 
Compania de Vinos Telmo Rodriguez, 
Valdeorras, Galicia, Spain

Corriente, Tempranillo, Garnacha, 
Telmo Rodriguez, Rioja, Spain

Artadi, Tempranillo, Rioja, Spain

Cune Crianza, Tempranillo, Garnacha 
Tinta, Mazuelo, CVNE, Rioja, Spain

Matsu El Picaro, Tinta De Toro, 
Tempranillo, Toro, Spain

Undurraga Varietal Merlot, Central 
Valley, Chile

Gaba do Xil Godello, 
Compania de Vinos Telmo Rodriguez, 
Valdeorras, Galicia, Spain

L’Equilibrista, Ca N’estruc,
Xarel. Lo, Catalunya, Spain

Beronia Rueda, Verdejo, Spain

Alsace Dream A.O.C, Josmeyer,
Alsace, France

Hito Rosado, 100% Tinto Fino,
Ribera Del Duero, Spain

Vilarnau Brut Reserva, Macabeo, 
Xarel. Lo, Parelleda, Cava, Spain

Vilarnau Brut Reserva Rosado, 
Trepat, Pinot Noir, Cava, Spain

P450

P450

P425 

P395

P350

P275

P425

P395

P315

P395

P350

P395

P395

Inclusive of VAT and subject to 10% service charge.



SPAIN

FRANCE

AYALA, BRUT MAJEURE
Pale gold in colour with a very fine mousse, 
the wine is aromatic in the nose. On the 
palate, it is well balanced and shows great 
finesse and complexity.
P4600

MOET & CHANDON, BRUT IMPERIAL
The color is an elegant golden straw 
yellow with amber highlights. The palate 
is seductive, richly flavorful and smooth 
combining generosity and subtlety, fullness 
and vigor, followed by fresh crispiness.
P4950

VILARNAU BRUT RESERVA, MACABEO, 
XAREL. LO, PARELLEDA, CAVA
Long mineral after taste, perfectly dry.
P395 / P1650

VILARNAU BRUT RESERVA ROSADO, 
TREPAT, PINOT NOIR, CAVA
Juicy in character, with balanced acidity. 
P395 / P1650

ANNA DE CODORNIU BLANC DE BLANCS 
BRUT RESERVA
Fine bubbles with a persistent mousse. 
Displays delicate aromas of tropical fruit. 
Soft on the palate with elegant citrus notes. 
Well balanced and refreshing.
P1795

GRAMONA IMPERIAL, BRUT,
GRAN RESERVA
Notes of freshly baked bread and subtle citrus 
peel aromas. Velvet-like bubbles. Refreshing 
finish. A cava with structure, which shows 
personality and finesse year after year.
P3350

AZIMUT BRUT NATURE, MACABEO, 
PARELLADA, XAREL-LO, CAVA
Pale yellow, with small and constant bubbles. 
It boasts a complex and intense aroma of 
mature white fruit. The palate is soft
but elegant.
P2150



SPAIN ITALY

BERONIA ROSE TEMPRANILLO, RIOJA
Intense pink colour, touches of shell, fresh 
and fruity in the mouth.
P995

SOSPECHOSO, EGUREN - UVAS FELICES,
VT. CASTILLA
Flavourful rose, with a lot of fruity and 
floral notes, perfect for tapas in summertime. 
P1400

HITO ROSADO, 100% TINTO FINO,
RIBERA DEL DUERO
Its nose is intense and clean with the first 
impression being ripe red fruits, strawberries 
and raspbery, which evolves later into more 
floral complex notes.
P350 / P1595

CUATRO PASOS ROSADO, MENCIA, BIERZO
Floral aromas, powerful, good acidity for
a fresh, vivacious and crisp finish.
P1195

MODA, MONTEPULCIANO, TALAMONTI, 
CERASUOLO D’ ABRUZZO
A delicious rose made from the hearty 
Montepulciano grape, this opens with pretty 
aromas of garden flower, with berry, dried 
mint and white almond.
P995

Inclusive of VAT and subject to 10% service charge.



SPAIN

MARA MARTIN, GODELLO, MONTERREI, 
GALICIA
Clean and vivid straw-yellow colour.
The varietal aromas of hay, apple and pear 
dominate with intense hints of wild flowers 
and subtle nuances of lime citrus.
P1450

PACO Y LOLA, ALBARINO, RIAS BIAXAS,
GALICIA
Its aroma brings to mind dew drenched fresh 
herbs and fine hints of green apples.
Citric with floral notes on the finish.
Light acidity gives it freshness with 
excellent mouth feel.
P1900

BERONIA RUEDA, VERDEJO
Intensely aromatic hints of fennel, white 
flowers, fresh grass and stone fruits. 
The palate is dry, savory with greedy entry 
and long distance, balanced acidity
and some bitterness characteristic of the 
Verdejo grape.
P395 / P1650

NAIA, VERDEJO, RUEDA
Its nose is fresh, varietal, grassy, fresh 
fruit perfect for creamy pasta sauces, fishes, 
shellfish, mushroom and soft cheese.
P1495

EL GORDO DEL CIRCO, 
VERDEJO, RUEDA
Impressive notes of peaches, mango, pineapple 
and very fresh grass. A creamy fat wine, 
silky, with notes of bergamot from its aging 
of 4 months on fine lees.
P2350

L’EQUILIBRISTA, CA N’ESTRUC,
XAREL.LO, CATALUNYA
Indigineous grape variety from Catalunya. 
Fresh and meaty, long and persistent.
P395 / P1995

DONZELLA, XARELLO, CELLERS DE CAN 
SURIOL, PENEDES CATALUNYA 
A young wine with a very aromatic and tasty 
intensity. The palate is silky with a full 
mouth feel, not too sweet but with the
right persistence.
P1695

CULLEROT, CHARDONNAY, VERDIL, 
PEDRO XIMÉNEZ, MACABEO, VALENCIA 
Straw yellow in colour. On the nose, 
there are fruit aromas and herbaceous notes. 
On the palate it is pleasant on entry,
fresh with notes of forest.
P1995



NEW
ZEALAND

AUSTRALIADOG POINT, SAUVIGNON BLANC, 
MARLBOROUGH
Deliciously restrained sauvignon blanc with 
mineral, pink grapefruit, nutty lees and 
brioche characters.
P2350

SONS OF EDEN, FREYA, RIESLING,
EDEN VALLEY
Dry wine, well balance, fruity at the noise.
P2100

FRANCE ALSACE DREAM A.O.C, JOSMEYER,
ALSACE
Beautiful light yellow color with green 
reflections. Flaterring nose, expressive, 
pleasnat with yellow fruits like plum, 
apricot, peach, and mineral notes. Lively 
palate, fruity, round. Fresh and elegant with 
a nice finish.
P395 / P1995

CHABLIS, CHARDONNAY, DOMAINE DAMPT,
BURGUNDY 
Has a taut, precise, mineral-citrus aroma-very 
youthful and attractive. The palate is light 
in body but intense in flavor, with crisp 
acidity and a fine, racy finish. This is a 
vivacious, zippy wine with excellent length - 
ready for immediate drinking.
P1995

Inclusive of VAT and subject to 10% service charge.

PORTUGAL MICA, LOUREIRO, AZAL, VINIBIO, 
ARINTO, VINHO VERDE SOUSA
Fresh and elegant white Vinho Verde.
It features intense citric and green apple 
notes with a wet stone mineral character. 
The palate is vibrant and intense with fresh 
fruit flavors and exceptional lightness.
This wine has been certified organic
by ECOCERT. 
P1695



RIOJA,
SPAIN

ARTADI, TEMPRANILLO
Beautiful red fruit for a modern Rioja, 
straight forward tempranillo.
P425 / P1995

TORRE DE ONA, TEMPRANILLO,
MAZUELO
Intense, fruity nose, with aromas of berries 
enveloping the notes of barrel ageing.
P3300

BERONIA GRAN RESERVA, TEMPRANILLO
Elegant, subtle and complex Rioja. French 
oak well integrated with the powerful fruit. 
P2950

BERONIA CRIANZA, TEMPRANILLO, 
GARNACHA, MAZUELO
Red fruits, medium bodied, lovely texture
and balance.
P1175

BERONIA RESERVA, TEMPRANILLO, 
MAZUELO, GRACIANO
Intense Rioja with great spiced nose, great 
complexity in the mouth and very long finish. 
P1700

LAN CRIANZA, TEMPRANILLO,
BODEGAS LAN
Brilliant red cherry with violet hues, 
elegant aging aromas with hints of fruits. 
P1500

These wines are carefully selected & handpicked from one of the most prominent regions in Spain which is Rioja. 
Located in the north of the Iberian Peninsula, this region is well known for its wines from more than 600 wineries. 

Here at Rambla, we bring you labels where you can have never-ending wine tasting possibilities. Salud!



RIOJA,
SPAIN

VINA POMAL RESERVA, TEMPRANILLO
This fruity Rioja from one of Rioja’s oldest 
producers offers excellent value for money. 
There is an abundance of ripe berry fruit 
underpinned with subtle oaky spice flavours.
P1995

VINAS DE GAIN, ARTADI, TEMPRANILLO
Made from twenty-to-thirty year-old selected 
vineyards. With a background of red fruit, 
the seasoned notes perfectly assemble and are 
highlighted with notes of oak aging.
P2800

Inclusive of VAT and subject to 10% service charge.

MUSICA EN EL CAMINO, TEMPRANILLO,
MARTIN CODAX
Red fruit aromas with spicy and mint notes. 
Fresh and velvety mouth with an appealing 
fruit character.
P995

LA LOCOMOTORA CRIANZA, TEMPRANILLO, 
FINCA ALLENDE
Violets on the nose, figs and liquorice. 
Toasted notes and well structured Rioja aged 
in French barrels for a year. 
P1795

MARQUES DE MURRIETA RESERVA
A vibrant red hue, with an interesting nose, 
the blackberry fruit of Tempranillo mixed 
with rather feral notes, layered with the 
honey, cinder toffee and vanilla ice cream of 
good quality oak.
P2950

SELA 2013, BODEGAS RODA
Medium layer of cherry red background and a 
bright red rim. It is ample, with sensations 
of well-ripened cherries. The tannin has more 
presence and complexity. Aged for 12 months in 
100% semi-new French oak barrels.
P2450

RODA RESERVA, TEMPRANILLO,
BODEGAS RODA
Concentration of intense aromas of crushed 
red cherries and savoury herbs and ripe, 
spicy, structured fruit on the palate with 
soft tannins and a long finish.
P3600

VINA ALBERDI RESERVA,
TEMPRANILLO, ALTA
Bright and lively deep cherry red. With 
aromas of ripe red berries, roasted coffee 
and caramel balsamic notes. Well-balanced on 
the palate, with sweet tannins.
P2850



LANZAGA, TEMPRANILLO, GRACIANO, 
GARNACHA, TELMO RODRIGUEZ
All husky and nutty-earthy, with cola and 
red heather. It features elegant, mature 
and earthy fruit tannins; and it is savory, 
subtle, profoundly well-balanced, with a long 
palate elaboration.
P3995

CORRIENTE, TEMPRANILLO, GARNACHA, 
GRACIANO, TELMO RODRIGUEZ
Cherry red color with garnet rim. The nose 
has a medium intensity, slightly spicy and 
balsamic notes and memories of toasted nuts 
and vanilla. The end is bitter, dry and 
medium-haul.
P450 / P1995

RIOJA,
SPAIN

LZ, TEMPRANILLO, GRACIANO, GARNACHA, 
TELMO RODRIGUEZ
Fresh but concentrated, tight and unwooded, 
with impeccable fruit-tannin-acid harmony. 
It features typical Rioja characters of red 
berry, roasted meat, as well as a high note of 
dried herb and blue-note Tempranillo.
P1850

ALTOS DE LANZAGA, GARNACHA, GRACIANO, 
TEMPRANILLO, TELMO RODRIGUEZ 
Full ruby, purple reflections. Clean and fresh 
fruity nose, with a little oak and a floral 
grace note. Tight on the palate, with tender, 
chunky tannins and fleshy fruit. Nice fresh 
taste overall. Clean, pure finish.
P14,250



RIBERA
DEL
DUERO,
SPAIN

TORO,
SPAIN

PRIORAT,
SPAIN

FINCA RESALSO, TEMPRANILLO,
TINTAFINA
Deep garnet, red touches of mulberry, 
liquorice, tasty and mature tanins.
P2130

TESO LA MONJA ROMANICO, TEMPRANILLO
Young vines, youthful cherry and blackberry 
notes, roasted herbs, creamy baking spices 
and woodfire smoke.
P1695

CORIMBO, TEMPRANILLO
High layer with a vivid bigarreau cherry 
background and red rim. On this nose this 
wine is of good intensity.
P3250

MATSU EL PICARO, TINTA DE TORO, 
TEMPRANILLO
Has a great robe and a profound colour, an 
expression of its young age.
P350 / P1250

MATSU EL VIEJO, TINTA DE TORO, 
TEMPRANILLO
Very intense nose, corpulent in the mouth, 
round tannins, long after taste. 
P4950

VENTA LAS VACAS, TEMPRANILLO, 
BODEGAS VIZCARRA
A lively wine with a floral and fruit-forward 
character with well-integrated wood.
P1995

GARNATXA, GARNACHA, SCALA DEI
Priorat’s intensity, Negre has all Priorat’s 
bells and whistles: raisins, crushed red 
fruits, figs, dates, jam, and spice.
Notes of dried flowers, grasses, and
mineral complexity.
P2995

LES TERRASES, CARIÑENA, GARNACHA, 
SYRAH
Balanced with a silky texture. Its aromas of 
red fruit, along with quite noticeable notes 
provided by the soils of licorella, provide 
this wine with a very special freshness.
P4500

Aside from the great Rioja selection that we have, we handpicked some wines that represents 

other regions of Spain.

Inclusive of VAT and subject to 10% service charge.



COMOLOCO, MONASTRELL, JUMILLA
Young wine, clean and bright, fruity on the 
nose with floral aromas and balsamic notes. 
Smooth and persistent finish.
P1250

CASA CASTILLO, MONASTRELL, JUMILLA
Cherry red with a purple rim. Intense aromas 
of red fruit with spicy and herbal notes. 
Elegant and structured. Fruity and embracing. 
Tannins are well integrated. Long finish.
P2300

MACHO MAN, MONASTRELL, JUMILLA
Impressive plum. An explosion of 
strawberries, licorice and chocolate. 
Undoubtedly, the Perfect Monastrell.
P1995

PAROTET VERMELL, MONASTRELL, 
GARNACHA TINTORERA
Sharp, pure and elegant with great freshness, 
aromas of red berries, licorice, aromatic 
herbs and some of the telltale Monastrell 
notes of esparto grass.
P1975

LA MIRANDA DE SECASTILLA, GARNACHA
Clean and soft red fruit from old vines 800 
meters above sea level.
P1200

AL MUVEDRE, MONASTRELL,
TELMO RODRIGUEZ
Crimson with purple hues, Al Muvedre
evokes good aromatic intensity on the nose.
Fruity with notes of coffee and toast, 
while the palate shows balance.
P1375

HONORO VERA, GARNACHA
Great aromatic complexity, richness with 
mineral and blueberries notes leading to a 
spicy wine nicely balanced.
P995

MURCIA,
SPAIN

SOMONTANO,
SPAIN

VALENCIA,
SPAIN

ALICANTE,
SPAIN

CALATAYUD,
SPAIN



CHILENEW
ZEALAND

MONTES LIMITED SELECTION,
PINOT NOIR, CASABLANCA VALLEY
Intense and elegant nose with predominance of 
strawberry and flowery notes. On the palate 
it well balanced and a good level of acidity.
P1750

UNDURRAGA, MERLOT,
CENTRAL VALLEY
It has a ruby colour with violet tones.
Well balanced and has a medium body. 
275 / P995

CARMENÈRE, MARQUES DE CASA CONCHA, 
RAPEL VALLEY
Dark and deep red. It has a profile of 
intense dark plums, blackcurrants and dark 
chocolate. It is modern in the tannins.
P2690

FELTON ROAD, PINOT NOIR,
BANNOCKBURN
Hedonistic Pinot nose, deeply coloured and 
fragrant. Lovely depth, warmth and complexity, 
gentle tannings and real harmony.
P4750

ARGENTINA SALENTEIN RESERVA, MALBEC, 
MENDOZA VALLEY
Intense purplish red colour, blueberry and 
vanilla notes, tobacco and silky in
the mouth.
P1975

SEPTIMA, MALBEC, MENDOZA VALLEY
Aged for 6 months in American Oak for a 
perfect balance and delicate tannins.
Cherry, toasty and vanilla notes.
P1450

AUSTRALIA BENCHMARK, SHIRAZ
The highly perfumed smell is dominated by 
aromas of ripe plum and is supported by sweet 
spices and vanilla. The juicy palate makes 
the wine a joy to drink, with chocó mint 
flavours enhancing the dark fruits.
P1150

Let us take you for a wine-derful experience as we take you to different countries around the world
with premium wines carefully selected by our team!

Inclusive of VAT and subject to 10% service charge.



Enjoy your bottle of wine

at home and get 20% off!


